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Luminosity-Size and Mass-Size Relations Since z=1



Introduction:

In ΛCDM universe we expect massive early-type galaxies to have formed thru 
mergers, yet difficult for hierarchical models to predict when most stars formed 
during mass assembly.
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Much evidence that massive (red) early types exist at all epochs to z~2 
(e.g. Chen; Rusin; Bell; Drory; Fontana; McCarthy).

Here we use GEMS & COMBO-17 surveys to construct the largest sample of 
distant (0.2<z<1.0) morphologically and color-selected early-type galaxies 
with HST imaging to explore the evolution of L and stellar M as a function of 
galaxy size.

Colors and spectra consistent with old (at epoch) stars, and thus a passive fading 
evolution since z~2.  Yet, now clear that the stellar mass density on red sequence has 
grown 2x since z~1 (Chen; Bell; Cross) implying that SF and mass assembly are 
largely decoupled in the early-type galaxy population.

To constrain the SF and mass assembly histories of early-type galaxies, have been 
many recent studies of number density and scaling relations; mainly limited by
sample size and cosmic (sampling) variance.



Main goals:

We study the evolution of the L-r and stellar M-r relations relative to the 
well-defined z~0 relation from SDSS (Shen et al. 2003) to:

1) quantify the expected luminosity evolution at fixed galaxy sizes due to the simple
    aging of the old stars

2) test whether size evolution occurs at different stellar masses - may provide
    constraints on their merging history

728 galaxies with z<1 from cosmologically-representative volume,
with centrally-concentrated radial profiles (n≥2.5 from Sérsic fits),
and rest-frame (U-V) colors on the red sequence.

Sample:
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GEMS: Luminosity evolution of  early-type galaxies of  fixed sizes

passive evolution
tracks (zf=2,3,5)

➙  fading of galaxy population over time (i.e. evolution of L-r relation)
➙  amount of fading varies somewhat between galaxies of different size
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GEMS: Stellar mass evolution of  early-type galaxies of  fixed sizes

➙  rule out significant evolution of the stellar M-r relation
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Conclusions:

Interpret evolution of L-r and M-r relations in terms of whole population:
i.e. cannot constrain evolution of individual galaxies; processes can move
individual galaxies in and out of the early-type and/or red-sequence samples.

3.  Tentative evidence that smaller (less massive) galaxies show stronger L
    evolution compared to more massive galaxies:

➙  either disk fading or dissipationless merging origin would be consistent with data
➙  present data cannot rule out gas-rich merging origin

➙  either different origins for low-M early-types, and/or younger stellar pops.
➙  present data cannot discriminate

The GEMS results place further constraints on galaxy formation and 
evolution models over the last half of cosmic history.

2.  In light of 2x stellar mass build up in early-type population since z~1, 
    newly-added galaxies follow similar relations:

1.  L-r and stellar M-r relation evolution since z~1 consistent with aging of 
    ancient stars;  also consistent with passive evolution of early types.
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Extra Slides Follow



U-V color-magnitude evolution

Bell, McIntosh et al. 2004 (ApJL , 600, 11)

z=0 from SDSS z=0.7 from GEMS



Not SB-limited!
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Observed F850LP-band r₅₀ (arcsec)  [HST, GIM2D]

PSF (r=0.05 asec)

Magnitude-size
Relations to z~1

n<2.5 galaxies make up
14% mean luminosity density

928 red-sequence 
galaxies (all n values)

Sample is mag-limited
but ...
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Rest-frame r-band r₅₀ (1/h kpc)  [HST, GIM2D]

728 red-sequence
galaxies with n≥2.5

R=24 mag limit

PSF (r=0.05 asec)

Shen et al. 2003 
z=0 ridge line

Luminosity-size
Relations to z~1
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Rest-frame r-band r₅₀ (1/h kpc)  [HST, GIM2D]

Shen et al. 2003 
z=0 ridge line

PSF (r=0.05 asec)

(stellar) Mass-size
Relations to z~1

R=24 mag limit

728 red-sequence
galaxies with n≥2.5

COMBO-17: 
stellar masses from 
(B-V)-based M/L’s 



Early-type 
Examples: 

With n>2.5, red colors, and 0.5<r₅₀<1.0 (1/h kpc)
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Late-type 
Examples: 

residual residual

residual

With n<2.5 and red colors
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